HAWKS Class Home Learning Week 11

Maths
MyMaths

Monday 22nd June 2020

TTRS
CanDo Maths

Workout RESOURCE 1+2

English

Saying “goodbye”
Task 1 Pobble Activity - read through and discuss the questions, thinking reflectively and creatively about your

answers. RESOURCE 3

Task 3 Write the next two paragraphs……”Nellie began to feel better. Maybe there was hope after all……”
Task 2 remember to think of a way to say “goodbye,” to Mrs Ball, scan or photograph your contribution in the highest resolution you can and email it
to FOBBVS@gmail.com

CPG Book Prefixis 68-71
Plurals and apostrophes 94-95

Spellings RESOURCE 4

SCIENCE
A closer inspection:
Scientists are able to classify living things by closely observing them.

Look through the Power Point. RESOURCE 5 Can you create a branching database for the fruits?
Watch Levon Biss http://microsculpture.net/
Look at Levon Biss’ images of the insects on the website, they really are amazing! Which is your
favourite? You might want to take some of the insects and
make your own classification branching database.

Can you follow the instructions to create a larger scale image?
RESOURCE 6

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z6wwxnb

Watch the Bitesize clips on classification and play the quiz

ART
Wax resist
insects

Last week you created some beautiful sketches of
insects, I thought you could use these skills, and
add another technique. Wax resist.
Don’t forget to send me some photographs to add
to the gallery.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vs0Lc7-iHgg

What was life like in the Roman Army?
In 60 BCE the Roman Empire had expanded and conquered lots of countries including France (which the Romans
called Gaul). Click on 60 BCE on the interactive map. In 59 BCE a man called Julius Caesar was appointed as governor
of Gaul. This was an important job, and he commanded four Roman legions. How many men was that? 4 × 5,000:
that’s 20,000 legionaries! Caesar began to find out about this country they called Britannia, which was just across
the sea. People said it had good farmland and that it was rich in metals like iron, tin, copper, gold and silver. Caesar
began to think about the tempting possibility of invading Britannia. He kept thinking about it over the next few years
while training his troops.

http://resourcesforhistory.com/map.htm - This is an interactive map showing the lands of the
Celts and Romans over time.

Use RESOURCE 7
Have some fun with some Latin commands for
young Legionnaires.
You could write a series of commands and test
them out on your families.

